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Herman Miller Opens the Vault,
Reintroduces Eight Archival Alexander
Girard Originals
Initially Launched in the 1970s as Environmental Enrichment
Panels for the Office, the New Poster Format Invites These
Beloved Prints Home

Zeeland, Mich: It would be impossible to discuss mid-century design without Alexander Girard. From upholstery 
to wallpaper, and restaurant interiors to branding for an international airline, Girard’s catalog raisonné was 
profoundly diverse, and his personal aesthetic—joyful, optimistic, brimming with unusual combinations of color
—became indistinguishable from Herman Miller’s when Girard became the founding director of the company’s 
textile division in 1952. During his 20-plus year tenure, Girard introduced more than 300 textiles, thoughtful 
objects and furniture—including the genre-defining Environmental Enrichment Panels included in Herman 
Miller’s Action Office series. To celebrate Girard’s continued legacy and significance to the design community, 
Herman Miller is reintroducing a series of Girard’s Environmental Enrichment Panel graphics as posters—a 
format ideal for placement in the modern home.  
 
Girard originally intended the Environmental Enrichment Panels for use in the workplace as a means of adding 
levity to offices, encouraging creativity and productivity by energizing workers with an extroverted color palette 
and geometric patterns. The team at Herman Miller carefully analyzed his original screen-printed designs, 
finding a modern medium that not only maintained the integrity of the originals, but elevated the beloved 
artwork to be used in new ways and spaces.    
 

“Pattern has always been the entry point into Alexander Girard’s irresistibly optimistic universe,” says Ben
Watson, President of Herman Miller. “His original intention was to use these prints to infuse color and energy
into the workplace. In today’s world, work happens everywhere, and one’s home environment can be equally as
creative and inspiring. These timeless designs are just as powerful as they were when introduced in 1972.” 
The series will include several distinctive Girard patterns in varying sizes, as well as iconic designs like Bouquet,
Palace, Double Heart, and Eyes. The posters will feature a faithfully recreated, high-resolution digital print of
Girard’s original on 100% cotton paper, framed in American maple with a natural, white, or black finish. The
framed options appear to float in the frame, creating a graphic look when hung on a wall. An embossed logo on
the back of each poster will certify authenticity. Framed posters will be available at Herman Miller and Design
Within Reach retail locations and online, with unframed versions available as cash-and-carry items at select
stores. Prices for framed versions begin at $525 USD with unframed beginning at $195 USD.  
This unique collection of posters complements Herman Miller’s existing linen-based tapestries of original Girard
designs. 

About Herman Miller
Over the last century, Herman Miller has been guided by a commitment to problem-solving designs that inspire
the best in people. Along the way, Herman Miller has forged critical relationships with the most visionary
designers of the day, from mid-century greats like George Nelson, the Eames Office, and Isamu Noguchi, to
research-oriented visionaries like Robert Propst and Bill Stumpf—and with today’s groundbreaking studios like
Industrial Facility and Studio 7.5. From the birth of ergonomic furniture to manufacturing some of the twentieth
century’s most iconic pieces, Herman Miller has pioneered original, timeless design that makes an enduring
impact, while building a lasting legacy of design, innovation, and social good. Herman Miller is a part of
MillerKnoll, a collective of dynamic brands that comes together to design the world we live in. For more
information, visit  www.hermanmiller.com/about/our-story.

https://store.hermanmiller.com/collection-girard-environmental-enrichment-posters?utm_source=article&utm_medium=pr&utm_campaign=girardposters
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